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**SUMMER WEAR!**

This color will absorb heat, so wear it sparingly
A hat with a wide brim will keep your face in the __
If an event is too formal for shorts women can wear a __
___ hats are old fashioned but practical
This color will help you keep cool, but can get dirty easily
The bottom part of a two piece swimsuit
Pants that end at or near mid calf are called __
___ patterned clothes are popular in the summer months
___ are lightweight, light colored pants that are great for summer
Some men wear ___ shirts to show off their upper bodies
A ___ is a loose Hawaiian dress made with colorful fabrics
The length of ___ can range from knee-length to 'daisy dukes'
Men's swimwear are often called ___ shorts end at the knee and tend to be colorful
Jeans with a hole in the knee can be made into ___ for the summer
Cotton and linen are lightweight ___ that are good for the summertime
Open-toed shoes that are great for keeping your feet cool
A ___ is a shirt with no sleeves and a low neckline
If you are going scuba diving or boogie boarding wear a ___
Tie a ___ around your head to keep the sweat out of your eyes
Wear a ___ cap or sun visor to keep your head cool
___ shirts for men offer lots of color
A pretty ___ is great for any formal or informal occasion
At the pool or beach most everyone wears a ___
___ are the most basic summer footwear, just slip them on
When going out in the sun be sure to put on ___ to protect your skin
Logo, pocket, v-neck and baby-doll are all types of ___-
___ help block the glare of sunlight
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